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Caminante, son tus huellas el camino, y nada más;
caminante, no hay camino, se hace camino al andar.
Traveler, those are your footprints on the path and nothing
more; wanderer, there is no path; you carve the path
as you travel.
“Caminante” Antonio Machado
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Our Mission Guides Our Work
The Margarita Muñiz Academy is dedicated to full cultural and linguistic fluency in Spanish and
English for all our students. Through deep partnerships with our families and community, we
prepare students for higher education, careers, and civic leadership.
Quite simply, our students and families are the inspiration for our school. We are inspired to serve
our youth in the only public dual language high school in Boston and New England. Muñiz
Academy believes deeply in fostering a strong sense of community and possibilities for every
student. Students at Muñiz experience language learning in English and Spanish as a tool for
exploring identity, perspective, history and social justice. We invite students and adults alike to ‘be
who you are and change the world’. Our collective work as a community is grounded in the shared
values of diversity, inclusion, community, citizenship, scholarship, and creativity.
Our History Grounds Our Work
Muñiz Academy is the product of many years of thoughtful conversation around the idea of starting
a bilingual high school in Boston. A decade after Massachusetts established English immersion, and
the national conversation focused on immigration and DACA Dreamers, our school model
punctuates both educational and political significance affirming bilingual education as an assetbased model.
Margarita Muñiz was the principal of Boston’s premier bilingual K-8 school, the Rafael Hernández
Elementary School. She was a beloved educator in Boston, training many future leaders, inspiring
innovative teaching, and a key champion in New England for bilingual education. Along with many
in the Hernández community, Margarita long held an idea of establishing a sister dual language
high school. In the fall of 2010, the group formed the Margarita Muñiz Academy Innovation
Committee and guided the development and planning process. On November 15, 2011, the Boston
School Committee unanimously approved the Innovation Proposal to establish the Margarita
Muñiz Academy.
Today, our students and families represent the changing demographics of Boston, both immigrants
and Boston-born youth aspiring to be the first in their families to graduate high school and plan a
future focused on college and careers. Our high school model is founded on the commitment to
language and diversity as assets that in fact strengthen college and career opportunities for every
graduate of the Muñiz Academy. Our Portrait work has been an important opportunity for critical
reflection leading to affirmation of our work and recognition of important areas for change and
evolution. Student voice and a focus on antiracist education for equity have become our most
prominent priorities and have fueled a sense of urgency to create solid paths of rich post-graduate
opportunities for every young person in our community.
Changing Boston
The face of Greater Boston is changing—and changing swiftly. Today, more than 20 percent of
Boston’s population is Latino and that percentage will only grow. Already, close to one-third of all
Boston’s children and 42.5% of the students in the Boston Public Schools are Latino. The Latino
community also keeps Boston young, with a larger share of children and teenagers than any other
population. In fact, according to research gathered by the Latino Legacy Fund at the Boston
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Foundation, without growth among Latinos, Boston’s population would still be near 1980 levels. As
Latino families drive population growth, they are making vital contributions to our community and
represent a large part of the area’s future and its future leaders—which means that when Latinos
thrive, the economy and the entire region benefits.
Rosalyn Acosta, Secretary of Labor for Massachusetts has said “The demographics of our state and
our country require us to take a very intentional and active approach to preparing our emerging
Latino leaders for the social challenges and opportunities ahead.” Two-thirds of the jobs in
Massachusetts require a postsecondary degree or training beyond high school as of 2020, so it is
essential to strengthen the education pipeline by improving access to high quality learning
opportunities for Latino youth—from early childhood through postsecondary completion. “Latinos
will be one of the largest demographics in the next 10 years. It is crucial that we begin to invest in
our community’s growth and prosperity.” Aixa Beauchamp, co-Chair of the Latino Legacy Fund,
(Powering Greater Boston’s Economy: Why the Latino Community is Critical to our Shared Future,
Boston Foundation, June 2017).
The Margarita Muniz Academy provides this essential high-quality education to our Latino
students. The rigorous and culturally relevant approach now available at this school from 9th to 12th
should be expanded to 7 through 12th to begin to prepare Latino students earlier and ensure a higher
rate of post-secondary success and by extension, a more secure future for the city Boston is
becoming.
Change in Boston is also reflected in the multi-year efforts to reshape high school in Boston Public
Schools. A movement to create small diverse high schools began more than twenty years ago in
Boston resulting in the current choices of Pilot, Innovation, and Horace Mann charter schools along
with the more tradition comprehensive and exam high schools. The current efforts focus on
‘redesigning’ high schools to offer a model of the ‘four core’ opportunities: more advanced
placement courses, International Baccalaureate pathways, meeting Mass Core, and college and
career pathways.
Summary of Innovation Plan: Proposal Focus for SY 2023-24 Through SY 2027-28
This Innovation Plan Proposal has two areas of focus. First, we continue to pursue a 7-12 expansion
as proposed in our January, 2018 Innovation Plan and approved pending facilities by the Boston
Public Schools School Committee. (2018 Plan Attached; SC Vote Attached). The expansion
details for Muñiz Academy are well outlined in our 2018 Innovation Plan and will be used and
modified pending final facilities determinations to enable Muñiz Academy to become a 7-12 high
school.
Our second core area of focus is our continued evolution of our Dual Language High School
Innovation Model as we develop and implement our Portrait of the Graduate framework in the next
five years. Our Portrait involves amplifying key Qualities of the Muñiz Scholar informed by a
variety of data points, focus groups, and surveys as well as alignment with current college and
career competencies. Our Portrait expands our innovation work to include a City as Campus Model
where students experience learning within and well beyond the school classroom.
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Innovation Status: Innovation status allows the school to set independent graduation, promotion,
and homework requirements. In order to be promoted to the next grade level, students need to
demonstrate proficiency in all core classes by earning a minimum of 70%. Students who earn below
this minimum in three or more courses are slated to repeat the year. Homework may exceed the
district recommended amount of 2.5 hours, especially on weekends and during school vacations.
As an innovation school with autonomy from district scheduling requirements, Muñiz has expanded
the length of the school day in order to offer a comprehensive, college preparatory education. The
expanded schedule allows for additional common planning for teachers and expanded learning time
for students. The school day is from 8:15 a.m. to 3:30 p.m., Monday through Thursday and 8:15
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. on Fridays.
Summary of Autonomies Requested – Current and Future
Margarita Muñiz Academy has waivers from the collective bargaining agreement between the
Boston Teachers Union and the Boston School Committee and autonomy from district policies in
the following areas:
•
•

•

•

•

Governance and Policies: Muñiz Academy has its own governance structure based on
effective structures used at high performing schools.
Curriculum and Assessment: Muñiz Academy has autonomy from district curricular
requirements, allowing the school to offer a two-way bilingual curriculum and determine
graduation, promotion, and homework requirements.
School Calendar: Muñiz Academy has autonomy from district scheduling requirements and
collective bargaining agreements pertaining to length of school year and day, summer
programming, and professional development. The school has modified the weekly schedule
to ensure additional common planning and professional development time for teachers,
expanded learning time for students, and a summer institute for students in need of
interventions and course completion.
Staffing: Muñiz Academy has the freedom to hire and excess staff based on the needs of
students and mission of the school. The school may hire staff regardless of their current
status and has waivers from BTU collective bargaining agreements related to seniority and
attachment rights. Compensation for core teachers mirrors the district salary structure,
however, teacher’s job descriptions and responsibilities are significantly expanded. Working
conditions also differ from conditions stipulated in collective bargaining agreements. The
school seeks to continue the SY2012-13 agreement with the Guild to ensure a bilingual
secretarial position.
Budget: Muñiz Academy receives a lump sum per pupil budget based on the school’s
agreement with the district and determines the best use of its budget resources, planning for
staffing and instructional materials and supports. The school may decline certain
discretionary services and receive compensation from the district, to be used towards
staffing or materials as designated by the school.
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An Opportunity to Re-imagine Our Work
Over the past year and a half, we have engaged students, staff, families, and the broader Boston
community to shape our Portrait of the Muñiz Scholar, the key driver for our current Innovation
Plan. The challenges of the multi-pandemics spanning health, race and the economy have both
tested and affirmed our strengths as a community. The pandemic raised the volume on already
existing inequities and challenges faced by our students and families including technology
accessibility, economic demands, and mental health issues. The pandemic also affirmed the
adaptive resilience in our community. Students and staff learned a lot about new ways of framing
learning and relationships that will carry into our reopening and our “new normal” school life. Our
renewed focus on antiracist practices has launched introspection of our school policies with a goal
to practice equity authentically throughout the community.
The original school mission was designed to implement a singular focus as a college preparatory
model. The complex life challenges for our students, as well as their diverse assets, require a more
rigorous framework for learning and identity development. Whether Boston-born or recent
immigrants, college and career options seem challenging, and at times even impossible, choices for
many of our students.
In the spring of 2016, as we prepared our first graduating class, we also began the process of
establishing our Alumni Support Program with a dedicated staff member who supports all graduates
for 2 to 4 years post graduation. Our commitment to prepare students to be college ready promoted
key partnerships that offered a wide range of opportunities such as BU Upward Bound, Summer
Search, Art-ward Bound, Minds Matter and more. Project-based learning, inspired by
Expeditionary Learning Core Practices frame the original design of our school including Crew,
standards-based grading, student voice and authentic learning experiences. While 90% of our
students first to even consider college in their families, the fact that 58.8% of our students enroll in
2 and 4-year colleges (DESE School Report Card, 2020) is a byproduct of this focus on college
preparation.
In the spring of 2018, after reviewing our goals, progress and especially listening to our students,
the Muñiz Board reframed the mission to include a college and career focus within our culturally
relevant two-way bilingual curriculum. The same data point of 58.8% in 2 and 4-year colleges
speaks to the need to reconsider our college and ‘career’ focus to ensure choice and possibilities for
all students. This addition of a career focus in our mission launched early work for the staff to
explore the 21st century skills necessary for success in higher education and beyond.
As we evolve our Qualities of the Muñiz Scholar, we have also wondered about where to place our
original Habits of Mind – RAICES: responsibility, advocacy, integrity, compassion, excellence and
stretch. In our various iterations, we have considered eliminating these and focusing only on the
qualities or including these as part of the qualities. In our reflections, we have come to
acknowledge the power of these original Habits of Mind that show up in the discourse of our work
with students, community celebrations, and conversations about expectations and relationships.
RAICES (roots) have earned their own place and standing in our community over these many
years as our core school values as we develop our young people to be civic leaders. The tree has
been affirmed as a symbol of community ‘rootedness’ and growth. Gathered in the past twelve
months, multiple data sources including our Youth Truth Survey, off track student data, community
focus groups and alumni data and experiences affirm our strengths and drive our priorities.
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Who We Serve Today
Our students come from 11 different countries spanning Boston, the Caribbean, Central and South
America and beyond. As an open-enrollment Boston public high school, we welcome all students
based on the district’s student choice and assignment process.
SY 2021-2022 (Source: DESE)
Student Diversity
Staff Diversity
First Language Not English
English Language Learners
Students with disabilities
Overage 1 year or more
Low Income
Attendance 2020-2021
High Needs Overall
4-Year Graduation Rate
4-Year Adj. Grad. Rate
5-Year Grad. Rate
Drop Out Rate
College Going Rate

89.7% Latino; 7.7% African American; 1.3% White;
2.6% Mixed Other/ Native American
50% Teachers of Color: 46.2% Latino; 3.8%Asian;
50% White Teachers
80.5%
74%: 47% are designated as ELL levels 1 to 5;
27% are formerly ELL
15.5%
21%
88.5%
87.9% (Remote Learning Year)
95.7%
SY 2019 -74.1 2019; SY 2020- 80.4%
SY 2020 – 80.4% (does not include transfers in)
SY 2020 – 88.9%
SY 2020 - 4.9%
58.8% 2 and 4-year institutions as of SY 2019

Current School Program Framework
Dual Language Instructional Model: Muñiz Academy is the only public dual language high
school model in Boston and the New England region. Our dual language model embraces what
students bring as much as it strives to deepen and enrich their skills and knowledge in both language
and subject matter. Learning in both languages and across content is designed to engage students as
they construct meaning from their experiences and become bi-literate. A critical feature of our dual
language model is a focus on integrating cultural proficiency throughout our learning and teaching
experiences, a central component of success for students learning language and content. Students
learn in a dual-language model, with classes taught in Spanish and English in a 50-50 split. Students
take core courses in either English or Spanish to achieve this split and the school designates a
‘language of the day’ for all other interaction. Students take four years of humanities in English and
four year of humanities in Spanish; math, science and arts classes are taught in both languages in
alternating units. The community language and the designated course language create a bridge for
language learning that allows students to access content while learning Spanish and English in a
seamless and culturally relevant experience.
Expeditionary Learning: Muñiz Academy draws on Expeditionary Learning (EL) Core Practices
to inform our model for curriculum development, assessment, instruction, and school culture.
Authentic learning encompasses a depth of content and an approach for engaging in new ideas and
skills development. Authentic learning at Muñiz Academy incorporates strategies to ensure students
own their learning and progress.
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•

•

•

•

Teachers build expeditions and inquiry projects that are focused on social change and real
connections to the community. After five years, the school has made significant progress toward
teaching the majority of core content through learning expeditions.
Students are expected to develop RAICES, essential habits as citizen scholars: responsibility,
advocacy, integrity, compassion, excellence and stretch. We believe these habits are essential to
becoming fully prepared and well-rounded citizens and scholars at Muñiz Academy and beyond.
Standards-based grading is our platform for assessments and is aligned to core EL practices.
Progress on academic mastery and progress on developing RAICES is accessible to all students
and families throughout our on-line grading platform.
‘Crew,’ the EL term for advisory, meets twice a week in small groups of 10-12 with a teacher.
Crew provides students will additional support in a small group setting, including character and
social support, and academic support. Crew leaders serve as the primary contact for a student’s
family throughout the year. We believe that students and families are partners in creating a
community culture of engagement and excellence. Families engage in their child’s progress in a
wide variety of ways, including access to ongoing progress data, student-led conferences,
individual family meetings, and school events.

The Arts: The arts are a daily component of each student’s schedule. Students choose from an array
of offerings, including visual art, technology, theatre, instrumental instruction/band, and choir.
Students who choose music pick an instrument within the first two weeks of school, receive music
instruction in small groups, and play in ensembles. The Venezuelan model called El Sistema is used
as a basis for instruction; music is a daily class, with approximately 160 of 280 current students
playing an instrument. Visual arts, theater, and technology follow a sequence of learning throughout
the four-year program and are also scheduled daily. At the end of grade
10, students choose two arts courses as their focus for grades 11 and 12. Although technology
courses focus on specific skill development such as basic skills, coding, and media
communications, content courses use technology applications such as Google Classroom to support
learning. Currently, a Chromebook cart is available to every academic content teacher and our
technology teacher; arts teachers share computer carts with their grade team partners as needed.
Knowing Students Well: We believe that an important element in every student’s success is
knowing each well as learners and members of the community. Knowing students well happens
through an ongoing focus on cultural competence and structures that support personalization. Three
key school structures support knowing students well: relationships with Crew leaders, grade team
meetings, and the Student Support Team. Through the formation of personal relationships as well as
team dialogue, we come to know each student and their needs and interests.
Targeted supports are provided through our Learning Block time with opportunities for students
across our wide continuum of learners. Students are grouped and staffing aligned to address needs
and interests. During this period, students are scheduled in one of the following for three days each
week:
• honors classes in Spanish and/or English for students who demonstrate advanced skills;
• academic interventions across content for students who demonstrate need for additional
supports; and/ or
• targeted academic supports with special education staff in our Learning Center for students with
deeper learning needs.
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Overall Key Strengths of Our School:
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

Students learn in a dual-language learning model – Spanish and English.
Learning is inspired by Expeditionary Learning core practices: student-centered, designed
around expeditions and inquiry projects that are about social change and real connections to
the community.
Based on student and alumni interviews, staff and board retreat notes, our values of RAICES
– responsibility, advocacy, integrity, compassion, excellence and stretch – have universal
support as a continued foundation to our core work.
Students and staff use technology as a core tool for learning; remote learning has made all
staff and students lean into a much higher level of technology dexterity and integration.
Every student is engaged in the arts as part of their core learning experience, including
music, visual, and media arts.
Innovation school status is used to support a creative learning and teaching model.
Strong professional development embedded into our weekly school experience.
Sixty-two percent of our current staff have been with our community for 5 or more years;
six of the 8 founding staff have continued in the school.
Our graduation rate in 2019 was 74% and in 2020 was 80%, even in the midst of a
pandemic.
Since 2016 with our first graduating class, 48% of our graduates are in a 2 or 4-year college
or alternative degree pathway. Our five classes of seniors have chosen diverse post-graduate
paths including colleges and universities as well career training and trade programs.
Mental health and family support services have evolved and grown with a combination of
partnerships and district funding. Today, we have 2 Family Coordinators and a Social
Worker with additional partners who provide student and family counseling.
Our Alumni Support Program is a key source of ongoing engagement for alumni at all stages
of life and career choices. We offer ongoing support to all graduates.
Community partners are evolving as key voices and stakeholders to fulfill our collective
mission.

Literature and Data Informing Our Gaps and Priorities
Our roots as a school began with Expeditionary Learning (EL) that “creates classrooms where
learning is challenging, active, meaningful, collaborative and public.” Many of our core structures
and practices reflect the EL model: Crew, our Habits of Mind –RAICES, standards-based grading,
and developing independent learners.
Over the past two years, our school-based College and Career Team have explored the definitions
of college and career and work-based learning. We used earlier work with Linked Learning to
begin to frame our approach to developing structures and practices specifically developing a better
understanding of the career aspect of our focus. The Linked Learning framework describes workbased learning in a continuum of learning about work, learning through work and learning for work:
“The primary purposes of work-based learning are to expose students to future options and
provide opportunities for skill development and mastery over time. All work-based learning
experiences involve interactions with industry or community professional that are linked to
school-based instruction.”
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Both EL and Linked Learning offer frameworks steeped in the connections to authentic learning
and community place-based experiences, solving real world problems.
Multiple data sources including our Youth Truth Survey, off track student progress data, Alumni
tracking data, and focus groups with partners and community members affirm our strengths and
drive our priorities. In addition, the multiple pandemics of race, health, and economics served to
illuminate areas for growth and change that lead to better outcomes for all our students and families.
Although our core values are framed in diversity, inclusion and community, students, staff, and
families have engaged in deeper conversations with a renewed focus on anti-racist education for
equity.
The Voice of Our Key Stakeholders - Current Students and Alumni
Muñiz students are key stakeholders of our community and have shaped our Portrait work. Current
students tell us clearly in survey and focus group data that we need to deepen student engagement
focused on identity, relationships, and learning experiences. While our alumni were able to make
connections to the original Qualities of the Muñiz Graduate, our data on post-graduate success
highlight success for about half of our graduates.
Youth Truth Survey
The Youth Truth (YT) Survey conducted in November 2020 presented important data on student
and staff perspectives regarding key measures including engagement, relationships, college and
career, and diversity. The data picture presents very different experiences between students and
staff, and is a key source informing our priorities. Staff have an overall very positive experience
across categories in the YT survey.
Among our 240 student respondents, 54% (31st percentile among Barr schools) were positive about
their engagement in school and 39% (37th percentile among Barr schools) were positive about their
relationships in school. Relevance of the school experience emerged as an important lever to
consider with only 41% of students responding positively to connecting what they learn in class
with outside of school. Only 44% of students (29th percentile of Barr schools) responded positively
regarding their feeling of preparedness for college and careers. In addition, while students’
perspectives on culture and diversity are high as compared to other schools, the percent positive
indicated these are also as key areas for growth.
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Youth
Truth
Survey
Categories

Student
% Positive
Response in
Our School

Students
Percentile as
compared to
Other Barr
Schools
Engagement - Describes the degree to
which students perceive themselves as
engaged with their school and their
education.
54%
31st

Staff
% Positive
Response

Relationships - Describes the degree to
which students feel they receive support and
personal attention from their teachers.

Relationships - Describes the degree
to which staff experience
relationships in their school based on
respect, care and approachability.
94%
80th

39%

37th

Staff
Percentile as
compared to
Other Barr
Schools
Engagement - Describes the degree to
which staff feels engaged in their
work and empowered to influence the
school.
89%
89th

College and Career - Describes the degree
to which students feel equipped to pursue
college and careers. Describes the degree to
which staff
44%
29th

NA

Culture - Describes the degree to which
students believe that their school fosters a
culture of respect and fairness.

Culture - Describes the degree to
which staff that their school fosters a
culture of shared, vision, respect, and
effective communication
86%
90th

52%

81st

NA

NA

Diversity - Describes the degree which students feel a sense of belonging.
59%
61st
94%
Academic Challenge - Describes the degree
to which students feel they are challenged
by their coursework and teachers.

Professional
Support

Students are getting a high Quality
education.

71%

54th

81%

71st

NA

NA

83%

88th
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Student Focus Group Data
One of our alumni graduates of the class of 2020 conducted a focus group with current students. He
also analyzed themes in our video project where students answered the following questions:
• How would you describe success? What do you need to get there?
• Where do you see yourself after high school?
• What careers are you thinking about?
• What is working for you at Muñiz Academy?
• What could be done differently at Muñiz Academy?
The response themes were consistent with our Youth Truth Survey data. Students expressed a need
to get more support to understand and develop their own goals and possibilities. Our students told
us that they need more clarity about the variety of possibilities for post-graduate life and college and
career choices. Most importantly, our students told us they need more support in developing their
high school choices that lead to an authentic and actionable postgraduate plan.
Alumni Focus Group Data
Our alumni reflected on the original Qualities of the Muñiz Graduate. Overall, their responses
affirmed the value of articulating a clear set of Qualities as a reference point to their experience.
While they engaged with these Qualities for the first time in class and course preparation during
their senior year, the essence of the Qualities had a through line to their overall high school
experience. They were able to connect the ideas of collaboration, creativity, and critical thinking to
their academic and arts classes.
Their exposure to the arts helped them feel more confident to develop ideas and be creative. Critical
thinking and problem solving were highlighted as key to their ability to engage in college classes.
The focus on civic leadership and social justice contributed to identity development. One alumni
attributed this quality as the reason for joining the Black Lives Matter movement.
Alumni identified the following as most significant in their experience with our original Qualities:
• Learned it is OK to have an accent; learned to love my roots;
• Being at MMA strengthened identity;
• Feel self-confident and learned to be open minded; and
• Learned people skills; learned collaboration and teamwork.
Alumni wanted more of the following in their high school experience at Muñiz:
• More rigorous course work such as AP courses;
• More opportunities for creativity and innovation; and
• More opportunities for celebrations and school spirit.
In various interactions with alumni, including focus groups, interviews, anecdotal interactions,
alumni talk about RAICES as core values that continues to hold meaning in their lives. In a
fundraising event where alumni where invited to share their experiences, all of the four participating
alumni shared their ongoing appreciation of RAICES in their post-graduate lives in college and
careers.
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Partner and Community Voice
Our Portrait work is co-led with two key community partners, the Higher Education Resource
Center (HERC) and Hyde Square Task Force (HSTF). We engaged a variety of partner and
community members in focus groups and ongoing conversations to share our work and seek their
perspectives. These groups included: college and university partners, business leaders, the Greater
Boston Latino Network (GBLN) and Latino leaders, and other school partners leading in school
initiatives.
Overall, our partners and community members all agreed on the importance of naming the
expectations for skills and dispositions of our high school graduates. Their response was positive to
our 2019-2020 version of the Qualities of the Muñiz Graduate. Most participants emphasized the
need to focus on critical thinking, problem solving, communication, teamwork, collaboration,
initiative and creativity. Our higher education group highlighted the need to make clear connections
between school and career choices and focus students on pursuing “what they love”. Our business
group emphasized developing political savvy and adapting to change. While information
management and technology were important, most participants across groups wondered if these
needed to be embedded rather than a separate Quality.
The various conversations provided important perspectives, affirmation and new questions. The
school’s founding was supported by the broader Latino community and various partners. The
school–partner community relationship was traditional and externalized, discrete in purpose.
Perhaps the more important and unexpected outcome is that we have begun an authentic process
where the community co-owns our mission and implementation of our Portrait. The school- partner
community relationship has an opportunity to evolve and strengthen our collective efforts.
Highlights of Progress Data and District Context
Multi-year efforts have focused on reshaping high schools in Boston Public Schools. A movement
to create small diverse high schools began more than twenty years ago in Boston resulting in the
current choices of Pilot, Innovation, and Horace Mann charter schools along with the more tradition
comprehensive and exam high schools. The current efforts focus on ‘redesigning’ high schools to
offer a model of the ‘four core’ opportunities: more advanced placement courses, International
Baccalaureate pathways, meeting Mass Core, and college and career pathways. Muñiz Academy is
a product of the small schools and Innovation schools movement. Our Portrait work focuses our
efforts on deepening our early college and career design. We currently meet the MassCore
requirements except physical education for 2021-22; we intend to work with BPS to address this
gap area to meet MassCore requirements in SY 2022-23 and beyond.
Key data points focus on high school outcomes in the context of who we serve: 95.7% high needs
youth, 74% English Learners and 15% students with special needs. In 2019, the 4-year graduation
rate for Muñiz Academy was 74.1% as compared to BPS at 73.2%. In 2020, the 4-year graduation
rate for Muñiz Academy was 80.4% compared to BPS at 75.4%.
A disaggregation of the graduation rate for 2020 shows a deeper data point of comparison: BPS
Exam Schools – 97%; BPS Autonomous Schools – 83%; Muñiz Academy -80.4%; BPS Open
Enrollment Schools – 66%. The graduation rate for high needs students was 71.5%. The graduation
12

rates by subgroups include: Asian students at 91.9%, White students at 83.9%, African-American
students at 74.6% and for Latino students 69.8%.
The Department of Elementary and Secondary Education defines college-going rates as “the
percentage of high school graduates who enroll in postsecondary education by March 1 of the year
after high school graduation”, including 2 and 4-year public and private colleges and universities. In
2019, Muñiz Academy’s college-going rate was 58.8% as compared to BPS of 63.6% (includes
exam schools).
This data analysis affirms that our work is moving in the right direction. Muñiz Academy compares
positively in within BPS high schools. However, both our high school graduation rate of 80.4% and
our college-going rate of 58.8% also highlights that almost 42% of our students pursue a cycle of
work-to-survive in low-wage jobs. This data point is critical in motivating our ongoing Portrait
work.
School Progress Data
During the spring of 2019, our grade 10 students took the new Next Generation MCAS which
tests using performance type questions and on a computer platform. Both in ELA and Math
our Student Growth was down from prior years but categorized as “Typical Low Growth”. To
add to the complexity, as the state transitions to this new test version, students are qualified
for the passing target grade for graduation vs. the required target for meeting the standard.
For example, in ELA we have 7 students we did not qualify for graduation nor met the
standard; we have another 13 students that did not meet the standard but do qualify for
graduation. In Math, 13 students did not qualify for graduation nor met the standard and
another 25 did not meet the standard. The two cut points – qualifying for graduation and
meeting the standard - will be used for the next 2 to 3 years. We clearly have much work
ahead.
According to the Massachusetts Department of Secondary and Elementary Education, we are
categorized as Not Needing Assistance or Intervention, Moderate Progress Towards Targets.
ELA MCAS Spring 2019
SGP 58.5
72% Meeting, PM, or Exceeding Expectations
ELA MCAS Spring 2021
SGP 50.0
70% Meeting, PM or Exceeding Expectations
Math MCAS Spring 2019
Math MCAS Spring 2021

SGP 44.6
SGP 28.0

80% Meeting, PM or Exceeding Expectations
65% Meeting, PM or Exceeding Expectations

Off Track Students and Summer Learning Data
Every year, we have tracked about 50 to 55 students who are required to attend summer
learning to complete course work. We typically have about 30 to 35 students who are off
track across grades, some who need a fifth year of high school or who need a more customized
approach to completing their high school experience.
During the summers of 2020 and 2021, as the pandemic took hold of our school lives, we had
approximately 120 students signed up for Summer Learning. That number is a reflection of
the challenges faced during the spring school closure. Our staff stepped up to teach summer
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learning offering 12 classes and a variety of independent online courses managed by the
administrative team and a staff member. Our data indicates that our 11th graders had the
most challenges during Summer Learning. Many were working or believed that we would
‘just pass’ them given the school closure in the spring. Our seniors graduated in waves from
June, 2020 to October 2021 as we adjusted schedules throughout the summer and early fall to
accommodate their upended lives. Much of the work throughout the summer for all our
students leaned on leveraging relationships and balancing students’ real life needs and school.
Summer Learning Data, 2020
Grade
# Participated
9
14
10
40
11
38
12
29

# On Track
10/71%
30/75%
17/44%
21/72%

# Off Track
4/
10
21
7

Off Track In Their Grade for SY 2020-21 After Summer Learning = Approximately 11%
of our TOTAL ENROLLMENT:
Grade 10 = 4.5%
Grade 11 = 12%
Grade 12 = 30%
Summer Learning Data, 2021
Grade
# Participated
9
19
10
49
11
32
12
29

# On Track
7/63%
33/67%
18/56%
16/67%

# Off Track
7
9
14
8

Off Track In Their Grade for SY 2021-2022 After Summer Learning = Approximately
11% of our TOTAL ENROLLMENT:
Grade 10 = 9% - Increase from 2020
Grade 11 = 12% - Same as 2020
Grade 12 = 18% - IMPROVEMENT from 2020
Although our 2020 summer learning data is a reflection of the pandemic, it underlines the
Youth Truth survey data points on engagement, particularly highlighting the low sense of
relevance in course work and school in general. Both the summer learning and the student
survey data support the need to focus on engagement, relevance and relationships.
Alumni Data
Muñiz Academy started an Alumni Success Program during our 2017-18 school year with the
specific purpose of supporting our alumni for up to two-year post high school graduation. The first
year of post-graduate opportunities in college or careers represents a significant transition. Since
approximately 90% of our graduates are first in their families to even consider college and career
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opportunities, supporting our students through this transition is critical to ensure success. We have
also been able to track our students over the years.
Data as of
September 2019

Class of
2016
#64
NA

Class of
2017
#55
73.3%

Class of
2018
#63
74.3%

Class of
2019
#43
74.1%

Class of
2020

Class of
2021

#49
80.4%

5-Year Graduation Rate
% Enrolled in education
or alternative pathway
% Persistent in college
or alternative pathways

NA
64%

90%
64%

84.3%
63%

87.9%
62%

88.9%
53%

48
74%
(unofficial)
NA
53%

47%

45%

52%

61%

70%

NA

Of % that persistent
the % that gained
high achievements in
their grades

87%

84%

73%

52%

NA

NA

Number of Graduates
4-Year Graduation Rate

Alumni Success Stories:
• DM was a graduate of our 2016 class and completed his bachelor degree at UMass
Dartmouth. DM is now teaching at Muñiz Academy.
• AS was a graduate of our 2016 class. She was a Posse Scholar who graduated from Bryn
Mawr College.
• SC Had a difficult time getting through her first semester at UMASS Boston. She received
personal and emotional support through weekly campus visits and assistance with
registration for Spring 2019.
• DS did not have a post-secondary before graduating and decided to explore career
opportunities. He received support with scheduling information sessions at Youth- Build and
Year-Up. The student was also interested in attending BHCC in Spring 2019. DS was
supported through the BHCC application, providing resources for CPT test and course
registration, and completing his 2018-19 as well as his 2019-20 FAFSA.
• JAR started his post-secondary plans at Youth-Build. He received support to refine his
resume and helped him complete the apprenticeship application.
• LdlH and FC are finishing up their associate degree at Bunker Hill, and currently receiving
support through the transfer process to UMASS Boston/Lesley.
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Innovating the Future: Muñiz Academy Portrait of the Scholar
The Evolution of Our Portrait
In 2016, the students, families and staff of our first graduating class laid out the precursor of our
Portrait of the Scholar. Our 2016 graduates were required to present a portfolio based on the
Qualities of the Muñiz Graduate, largely a set of content driven expectations. Seniors were
presented with the first look at the Qualities in preparation of their portfolios beginning in May of
each year. Our students in grades 9 to 11 had some looser relationship and understanding of college
and careers based on a variety of experiences such as college visits and lessons in Crew (advisory).
In school year 2018-19, embracing a renewed mission, we worked with the National Center for
College and Career to better understand an authentic college and career definition and framework.
Through this initial exploration, we recognized that we had unintentionally and ineffectively
segmented the deeper work of college-going preparation between grades 9 to 11 and senior year.
College-going had become a set of discreet experiences that were not connected to portfolio
experience culminating senior year. Each side of the student experience was important, yet largely
disconnected.
Another key learning came from student voice. While we had many students interested in college,
others sought out support in pursuing more specific career pathways and training programs. We
learned that the idea of college preparation had to start with developing student identity and studentdriven goals that would ultimately guide authentic choices for life after high school. Finally, we
learned that community partnership was key in realizing a re-imagined experience for students that
will lead to better outcomes for all students.

Muñiz Academy Portrait of the Scholar
The community has advocated that we shift from using the Portrait of the Muñiz Graduate to the
Portrait of the Muñiz Scholar. We learned in our initial efforts with our first three graduating
classes that the work needs to be important across grades and owned by everyone in the community.
Framing the Portrait and Qualities at the end point – the graduate – creates a false construct of
where and how the work lives every day. Staff underlined a strong sentiment that we need to make
sure that we message to every student, often and early, that the path to college and careers starts as
soon as a student joins our school and continues well past graduation - with our ongoing support.
Our Portrait work has allowed us to evolve and refocus the connections from our mission to the key
drivers that frame and support the implementation of the Qualities of the Scholar. The critical
revision of our Qualities illuminates the fact that all our youth and adults in the community as well
as partners need to live into these ideals. The Qualities will be authentic if we are all practicing
these in our learning and teaching experiences as well as our relationships and engagement in every
part of our daily work. The community affirmed loudly that the symbol of tree is rooted in our
strength as a community, our RAICES, with the concentric circles of our inner core growing over
time.
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Nuestra Misión
La Academia Margarita Muñiz está dedicada a la enseñanza de la fluidez cultural y
lingüística en español e inglés para todos nuestros estudiantes. A través de relaciones
profundas con nuestras familias y nuestra comunidad, nosotros preparamos a nuestros
estudiantes para la educación superior, carreras profesionales y liderazgo cívico.
Our Mission
The Margarita Muñiz Academy is dedicated to full cultural and linguistic fluency in Spanish
and English for all its students. Through deep partnerships with families and community,
the school prepares students for higher education, careers, and civic leadership.
Weaving Our Work
We are the only dual language high school committed to
preparing future civic leaders ready for college and
careers. Our work is guided by antiracist for equity
practices. The Qualities of the Muñiz Scholar frame the
expectations for success for every student and graduate to
be civic leaders and college and career ready. Our projectbased learning/ EL inspired core practices (Crew, Student
Voice, Distributive Leadership, Expeditions, Standards
Based Grading, Habits of Mind -RAICES, Instructional
practices like EBA, the arts, technology and more) - form
"how we do the work" in two languages.

Guiding Principles of the Muñiz Academy Portrait of a Scholar
•

•
•

•

•
•

Anti-racist education for equity, dual language, and Expeditionary Learning are our core
drivers that reflect our values and practices. These key drivers form a cohesive, integrated
model with clear definitions and practices both in the classroom and whole school
environment.
Civic leadership and college and career readiness in the context of a dual language high
school model form our core mission.
RAICES (roots) represent our foundational core values and habits of mind embraced by
students, families, staff and community members. RAICES are the ‘roots’ grounding the
Qualities of the Scholar.
The Qualities of the Muñiz Scholar are based on key skills and dispositions needed to fulfill
civic leadership and college and career readiness. Every student in every grade will engage
in exploring these Qualities in spiraling learning experiences throughout their high school.
The community will use the term “Scholar” rather than “Graduate” to highlight that every
student is engaged in this work, not an event in senior year.
Learning will integrate the daily classroom experiences with community place-based
opportunities. The broader Boston community is integral in developing our Muñiz
Academy civic leaders and college and career readiness opportunities.
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Definition of Antiracist Education for Equity
The following framework from Dena Simmons guides practices and policies
to promote antiracist education for equity:

Definition of Our Dual Language Model
Our model embraces what students bring as much as it strives to deepen and enrich their skills and
knowledge in both language and subject matter. Learning in both languages and across content is
designed to engage students as they construct meaning from their experiences.
Our Dual Language Policy Key Concepts:
Develop Cultural Proficiency and Identity
Build Community
Scaffold Language Development in Content Areas at each Grade
Language Learning Happens Across Our School Structures and Experiences
Expeditionary Learning Inspired Practices*
Expeditionary Learning creates classrooms where learning is challenging, active,
meaningful, collaborative and public.
*EL Core Practices Guide, 2018
Our Definition of College and Career Readiness
College and Career Readiness at the Muñiz means that all students establish an empowered identity
to envision a future for themselves, develop the academic and professional skills to succeed after
high school, and build the knowledge to create and revise their own post-secondary plans, in short identity, skills, and knowledge.
RAICES – Habits of the Muñiz Citizen Scholars
Throughout all of their experiences at Muñiz Academy, students are expected to develop RAICES,
the essential habits as citizen scholars. We believe these habits are essential to becoming fully
prepared and well-rounded citizens and scholars at Muñiz Academy and beyond. Our RAICES are:
responsibility, advocacy, integrity, compassion, excellence, and stretching (going beyond).
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Qualities of the Muñiz Scholar
1. Investigate and Think Critically: I seek out valid sources, analyze evidence, and make
decisions grounded in sound reasoning.
2. Build Cultural Competence: I explore my own world-view and interact appropriately with
people across cultures.
3. Collaborate: I work with diverse teams and contribute appropriately to the effort
and final product.
4. Communicate: I read, write, listen, and speak effectively for a variety of purposes in both
Spanish and English.
5. Demonstrate Creativity: I generate original ideas and pieces of work.
6. Initiate, Accomplish, Reflect: I persist in bringing tasks and projects to completion.
7. Advocate for Anti Racism and Equity: I participate responsibly and courageously in a
democratic society to challenge injustices for all.
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